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how we do  |  our process

RESEARCH
immersion

CONCEPTUALIZE
concept generation

VISUALIZE
design concept

REALIZE
mock-up

IMPLEMENT
engineering transition

engineering

marketing

steps

market research and position

benchmarking

consumer analysis

design trends

behaviour trends

position, qualities & territories

delivery

briefing 

mkt + design + engineering

steps

mood boards

creativity tools

sketches 

volumetric analysis

fast mock-ups

fast renderings

delivery

alternative generation

by illustrations and samples

steps

surface modelling

renderings

3D prototype

ergonomic analysis

preliminary CMG

(colour, material, graphics)

delivery

rendering

DESIGN FREEZE

steps

mock-up modelling

detail configuration

CMG definition

product specification

Photorealistic images

Work on Satellites

delivery

mock-up

CONSUMER EVALUATION

steps

engineering modelling

technical attendance

technical documentation

SPECS

communication support

product evaluation

delivery

functional prototype

technical evaluation

mass production

Our General Process

4. PRODUCT DESIGN & MANAGEMENT

1. STRATEGIC DESIGN
mapping & understanding,
positioning, qualities & territories

3. VISUAL BRAND LANGUAGE
signature recognition, shapes, 
colours, materials, graphics & interface

4. PRODUCT DESIGN & MANAGEMENT
concept generation, 3Ds & mock-ups, 
consumer analysis & mass production

2. IDENTITY & DNA
brand values, core values, 
design values & design principles
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Off the Shelf 

A products purchase that are standard manufactured products rather than customized. We can update the product, 

translating the brand identity changing as minimal as possible to approximate a commodity to the brand DNA.

Application: Investment level: time of development:market introduction and field tests  |    low     |   days

Changeable: colour and trim

Facelift

A  facelift is the product revival through cosmetic means. It is a product upgrade representing a refresh perception to 

the market, changing specially its appearance while leaving engineering or design structure intact. 

Application: Investment level: time of development: to be more competitive in the market  |  low to medium  |  weeks

Changeable: colour, graphics, paintings, finishing and small pieces.

New Product

It  is a new product using known platforms. It brings to the consumer a new perception, but keeps mechanical parts, 

inner components positions and structure. A relative fast tool to translate the identity to the product line.

Application:  Investment level:  time of development: differentiation and earn market share  | medium  | months

Changeable: visual external design, surfaces, some features

New Platform

Total new product based on new platforms. It represents a radical move bringing innovation and it is a powerful tool to 

translate the brand identity into products.

Application: Investment level: time of development: create innovation and market differentiation  |  high  |  years

01.

02.

03.

04.
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OFF THE SHELF
identity application
colour & trim (90 - 110h)

FACE LIFTING
colour, paintings, graphics, 
finishing & small parts (130 - 160h)

NEW PRODUCT
visual external design, surfaces 
& some features (200 - 240h)

NEW PLATFORM
new product platform 
& innovation (360 - 420h)

a. research . 10h
MKT / DESIGN briefing

Benchmarking / Factory alternatives evaluation

b. concept . 20h
Graphics concept

Look & Feel (details and colours)

c. visualize . 10hr
Setting 3D model labels and colours

Renderings 

 

d. realize . 20hr
Presentation

Final docs (graphics)

e. communication . 30h
Communication Images (views + details + use)

Packaging appliances + Catalogue + USP + POP 

Our General Process

APPLICATION LEVELS & DELIVERIES

1. STRATEGIC DESIGN
mapping & understanding,
positioning, qualities & territories

3. VISUAL BRAND LANGUAGE
signature recognition, shapes, 
colours, materials, graphics & interface

4. PRODUCT DESIGN & MANAGEMENT
concept generation, 3Ds & mock-ups, 
consumer analysis & mass production

a. research . 10h
MKT / DESIGN briefing

Benchmarking / Factory alternatives evaluation

Product understanding (user manual and functions)

b. concept . 30h
Graphics concept

Look & Feel (details, colours and finishings)

New small pieces (concept and sketches)

c. visualize . 30h
New small pieces 3D and detailing

Setting 3D model lighting + texture + 

graphic + cameras (provide the 3D surfaces)

Renderings + Post production

d. realize . 30h
Presentation

Final docs (CMG)

e. communication . 30h
Communication Images (views + details + use)

Packaging appliances + Catalogue + USP + POP 

2. IDENTITY & DNA
brand values, core values, 
design values & design principles

a. research - 20h
MKT / DESIGN briefing

Benchmarking / Factory alternatives evaluation

Product understanding (user manual and functions)

b. concept - 40h
Alternative generation (sketches)

Product concept (3-5 proposals)

CMG concept (colour, material and graphics)

c. visualize - 60h
Product 3D surface for rendering (2 proposals)

Graphics artworks - 2D (2 proposals)

Setting 3D model lighting + texture + 

graphic + cameras (provide the 3D surfaces)

Renderings + pos production

d. realize - 40h
Mockup detailing (2 proposals)

  · 3D surfaces

  · graphic details

  · mockup follow-up

Final docs

e. communication - 40h
Communication Images (views + details + use)

Packaging appliances + Catalogue + USP + POP 

 

a. research - 30h
MKT / DESIGN briefing

Benchmarking / Factory alternative evaluation

Product understanding (user manual / functions)

b. concept - 90h
Product concept - sketches (3-5 proposals)

Interface and graphics concept

FFF concept

c. visualize - 80h
Product 3D surface for rendering (2 proposals)

Interface detailing + Usability (UX)

Graphics artworks - 2D (2 proposals)

Setting 3D model lighting + texture + 

graphic + cameras (provide the 3D surfaces)

Renderings + pos production

d. realize - 120h
Mockup detailing (2 proposals)

  · 3D surfaces

  · graphic details

  · mockup follow-up

Platform prototype

Final docs

e. communication - 40h
Communication Images (views + details + use)

Packaging appliances + Catalogue + USP + POP 
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Off the Shelf  |  levels 01



1. off the shelf  |  new visual

pantone 375C

pantone 429C

white LED

green LED



before after ramp up

1. off the shelf  |  new visual



Facelifting  |  levels 02



development in collaboration with Midea IDC China
2. facelifting |  visual & UX



2. facelifting |  visual & UX

before after



2. facelifting |  visual identity

unify a family 
through a facelifting

before facelifting
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3. new product  |  microwave



3. new product  |  microwave

changeable

after

before



3. new product  |  twin tub



3. new product  |  twin tub



3. new product  |  wine cooler



3. new product  |  wine cooler



New Platform  |  levels 04



4. new platform |  innovation



4. new platform |  innovation



offices |  contact

BRAZIL
Rua Vitório Foggiato, 205
82200 040 · Curitiba · Brazil
+55 41 98835 9781
contact: Daniel Kroker  .  daniel@arbodesign.com.br
                  Valkiria Pedri  .  valkiria@arbodesign.com.br

USA
311 Deer Creek Lakeside Way 
33442 · Deerfield beach-FL · USA
+1  954 7088546
contact: David Kaiel  .  david@arbodesign.com.br

CHINA
thRoom 1506 · 5  building

dongfeng town · Zhongshan · GD
⼴东省中⼭市东凤镇友好公馆 5幢�1506室
+86 18 66652 2182
contact:  Smart Gong  龚林丽  .  smart@arbodesign.com.br

contact@arbodesign.com.br
www. design.com.brarbo


